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GMHC
446 West 33rd Street, NYC
HIV/AIDS Hotline:
800-243-7692 hotline@gmhc.org
The Club House Drop-In:
facebook/Club1319

EDWIN REVLON
NEW WAY VOGUE
“IT ONLY TAKES ONE TIME.”

EDWIN REVLON
My name is Edwin and I walk New Way Vogue, one of the
voguing art forms in the game. I’m pretty flexible because with
New Way, your stretch has to be on point.
About a year ago, I was seeing a guy off and on, so we would use
a condom whenever we hooked up. But the night of my birthday,
we had sex without a condom. We were out having a good time
and drinking, and we got twisted. We definitely celebrated my
birthday! In the heat of the moment, we made love and it was
beautiful and passionate. We just connected.
We were fucking for a while before I realized that we weren’t
using a condom. By the time I stopped him, he had already
ejaculated inside me. I gagged! I ran to the bathroom and as I
sat on the toilet to push out the cum, I realized that this was the
first time this had happened to me. I cried. One of my biggest
fears was getting an STI, so this reality check kicked my ass. I
was scared.
The next morning, I went to my doctor to get tested. He told
me to come back in a few weeks. I was concerned, so I went to
a different clinic for fast and free HIV and STI testing. I tested

negative, but they suggested that I test every three months. After
a year of following my three-month testing regimen, one of my
tests came back HIV positive. I was shocked and surprised. I
tested again to make sure and, again, it was positive. I didn’t know
what to do. My first thoughts were, “I’m going to get sick” and
“I’m going to be alone.” I felt like I lost a part of myself. I was in a
strange and foreign place. I contacted the guy I had sex with and
he was very cold towards me on the phone. He simply said, “It is
what it is!” and hung up.
I was left to pick up the pieces. I lost friends in the process of
finding my new self. I dealt with stigma and people whispering
about my new status. I lost confidence in myself. With time,
I met someone who told me that being HIV positive doesn’t
change who I am. So, I began to live again and started feeling
like my old self!
Today, I talk to my friends about safer sex and tell them to always
know their status. Now, I always use a condom. I learned the
hard way. I even try not to drink too much because it clouds my
judgment, like it did on my birthday. I educate my sex partners as
often as I can. Some guys have tried to have condomless sex, but
I don’t play that. It only takes one time. l

